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Abstract: IN Collaborative location-based information generation and sharing is considered, which 

become increasingly popular due to the explosive growth of Internet-capable and location-aware mobile 

devices. The system consists of a data collector, data contributors, location-based service providers 

(LBSPs), and system users. The data collector gathers reviews about points-of-interest (POIs) from data 

contributors, while LBSPs purchase POI data sets from the data collector and allow users to perform 

spatial top-k queries which ask for the POIs in a certain region and with the highest k ratings for an 

interested POI attribute. In practice, LBSPs are untrusted and may return fake query results for various 

bad motives, e.g., in favor of POIs willing to pay. Three novel schemes is used for users to detect fake 

spatial snapshot and moving top-k query results as an effort to foster the practical deployment and use of 

the proposed system.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The explosive growth of Internet-capable and 

location aware mobile devices and the surge in 

social network usage are fostering collaborative 

information generation and sharing on an 

unprecedented scale. Almost all smart phones have 

cellular/ Wi-Fi Internet access and can always 

acquire their precise locations via pre-installed 

positioning software. Also owing to the growing 

popularity of social networks, it is more and more 

convenient and motivating for mobile users to 

share with others their experience with all kinds of 

points of interests (POIs) such as bars, restaurants, 

grocery stores, coffee shops, and hotels. 

Meanwhile, it becomes commonplace for people to 

perform various spatial POI queries at online 

location-based service providers (LBSPs) such as 

Google and Yelp. As probably the most familiar 

type of spatial queries, a spatial (or location-based) 

top-k query asks for the POIs in a certain region 

and with the highest k ratings for a given POI 

attribute. For example, one may search for the best 

10 Italian restaurants with the highest food ratings 

within five miles of his current location. 

II. RELATED PROBLEM 

There are two essential drawbacks with current top-

k query services. First, individual LBSPs often 

have very small data sets comprising POI reviews. 

This would largely affect the usefulness and 

eventually hinder the more prevalent use of spatial 

top-k query services. The data sets at individual 

LBSPs may not cover all the Italian restaurants 

within a search radius. Additionally, the same 

restaurant may receive diverse ratings at different 

LBSPs, so users may get confused by very different 

query results from different LBSPs for the same 

query. A leading reason for limited data sets at 

individual LBSPs is that people tend to leave 

reviews for the same POI at one or at most only a 

few LBSPs’s websites which they often visit. 

Second, LBSPs may modify their data sets by 

deleting some reviews or adding fake reviews and 

return tailored query results in favor of the 

restaurants that are willing to pay or against those 

that refuse to pay. Even if LBSPs are not malicious, 

they may return unfaithful query results under the 

influence of various attacks such as the Sybil attack 

whereby the same attacker can submit many fake 

reviews for the same POI. In either case, top-k 

query users may be misled by the query results to 

make unwise decisions. To introduce some trusted 

data collectors as the central hubs for collecting 

POI reviews is a good solution. In particular, data 

collectors can offer various incentives, such as free 

coffee coupons, for stimulating review submissions 

and then profit by selling the review data to 

individual LBSPs. Instead of submitting POI 

reviews to individual LBSPs, people can now 

submit them to a few data collectors to earn 

rewards. The data sets maintained by data 

collectors can thus be considered the union of the 

small data sets currently at individual LBSPs. Such 

centralized data collection also makes it much 

easier and feasible for data collectors to employ 

sophisticated defenses, to filter out fake reviews 

from malicious entities like Sybil attackers. Data 

collectors can be either new service providers or 

more preferably existing ones with a large user 

base, such as Google, Yahoo, Facebook, Twitter, 

and MSN. Many of these service providers have 

already been collecting reviews from their users 

and offered open APIs for exporting selected data 

from their systems.  
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The above system model is also highly beneficial 

for LBSPs. In particular, they no longer need 

struggle to solicit faithful user reviews, which is 

often a daunting task especially for small/medium-

scale LBSPs. Instead, they can focus their limited 

resources on developing appealing functionalities 

(such as driving directions and aerial photos) 

combined with the high-quality review data 

purchased from data collectors. The query results 

they can provide will be much more trustworthy, 

which would in turn help them attract more and 

more users. This system model thus can greatly 

help lower the entrance bar for new LBSPs without 

sufficient funding and thus foster the prosperity of 

location- based services and applications. 

A main challenge for realizing the appealing 

system above is how to deal with untrusted and 

possibly malicious LBSPs. Specifically, malicious 

LBSPs may still modify the data sets from data 

collectors and provide biased top-k query results in 

favor of POIs willing to pay. Even worse, they may 

falsely claim generating query results based on the 

review data from trusted data collectors which they 

actually did not purchase. Moreover, nonmalicious 

LBSPs may be compromised to return fake top-k 

query results. 

III. PROBLEM ANALYSIS 

Ensuring data privacy requires the data owner to 

outsource encrypted data to the service provider, 

and efficient techniques are needed to support 

querying encrypted data. A bucketization approach 

was proposed to enable efficient range queries over 

encrypted data, which was recently improved.  

Shi et al. presented novel methods for multi-

dimensional range queries over encrypted data. 

Some most recent proposals aim at secure ranked 

keyword search or fine-grained access control over 

encrypted data.  

Ensuring query integrity is studied, i.e., that a 

query result is indeed generated from the 

outsourced data and contains all the data satisfying 

the query. In these schemes, the data owner 

outsources both its data and also its signatures over 

the data to the service provider which returns both 

the query result and a verification object (VO) 

computed from the signatures for the querying user 

to verify query integrity.  

Many techniques were proposed for signature and 

VO generations, based on signature chaining and 

based on the Merkle hash tree. Secure remote query 

processing in tiered sensor networks is also studied. 

These schemes assume that some master nodes are 

in charge of storing data from regular sensor nodes 

and answering the queries from the remote network 

owner.None of these schemes consider spatial top-

k queries  

As spatial top-k queries exhibit unique feature in 

that whether a POI is among the top-k is jointly 

determined by all the other POIs in the query 

region and that the query region cannot be 

predicted in practice. 

To propose three novel schemes to tackle the 

special top k query processing challenge for 

fostering the practical deployment and wide use of 

the envisioned system. The key idea is that the data 

collector pre-computes and authenticates some 

auxiliary information about its data set, which will 

be sold along with its data set to LBSPs. To 

faithfully answer a top-k query, a LBSP need return 

the correct top-k POI data records as well as proper 

authenticity and correctness proofs constructed 

from authenticated hints. The authenticity proof 

allows the query user to confirm that the query 

result only consists of authentic data records from 

the trusted data collector’s data set, and the 

correctness proof enables the user to verify that the 

returned top-k POIs are the true ones satisfying the 

query.  

The first two schemes both target snapshot top-k 

queries but differ in how authenticated hints are 

precomputed and how authenticity and correctness 

proofs are constructed and verified as well as the 

related communication and computation overhead. 

The third scheme, built upon the first scheme, 

realizes efficient and verifiable moving top-k 

queries.  

A data owner outsources its data to a third-party 

service provider who is responsible for answering 

the data queries from either the data owner or other 

users. In general, there are two security concerns in 

data outsourcing: data privacy and query integrity. 

Ensuring data privacy requires the data owner to 

outsource encrypted data to the service provider, 

and efficient techniques are needed to support 

querying encrypted data. A bucketization approach 

was proposed to enable efficient range queries over 

encrypted data, which was recently improved.  

Shi et al. presented novel methods for multi-

dimensional range queries over encrypted data. 

Some most recent proposals aim at secure ranked 

keyword search or fine-grained access control over 

encrypted data.  

Ensuring query integrity is studied, i.e., that a 

query result is indeed generated from the 

outsourced data and contains all the data satisfying 

the query. In these schemes, the data owner 

outsources both its data and also its signatures over 

the data to the service provider which returns both 

the query result and a verification object (VO) 

computed from the signatures for the querying user 

to verify query integrity.  
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Many techniques were proposed for signature and 

VO generations, based on signature chaining and 

based on the Merkle hash tree.  

None of these schemes consider spatial top-k 

queries and, as spatial top-k queries exhibit unique 

feature in that whether a POI is among the top-k is 

jointly determined by all the other POIs in the 

query region and that the query region cannot be 

predicted in practice. 

Secure remote query processing in tiered sensor 

networks is also studied. These schemes assume 

that some master nodes are in charge of storing 

data from regular sensor nodes and answering the 

queries from the remote network owner.  

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

Data contributor 

Data contributors are common people who submit 

POI reviews to the data collector’s website. Data 

contributor can submit the POI information with 

complete details of the object found nearby.  

Data collector 

Data collectors are considered to be trusted and as 

the central hubs for collecting POI reviews. Instead 

of submitting POI reviews to individual LBSPs, 

people can now submit them to a few data 

collectors to earn rewards. The data sets maintained 

by data collectors can thus be considered the union 

of the small data sets currently at individual 

LBSPs. Such centralized data collection also makes 

it much easier and feasible for data collectors to 

employ sophisticated defenses, to filter out fake 

reviews from malicious entities like Sybil attackers. 

Data collectors can be either new service providers 

or more preferably existing ones with a large user 

base.  

Location based server 

The data collector sells aggregated POI reviews in 

the form of a location-based data set to individual 

LBSPs. Every LBSP operates a website for users to 

perform top-k queries over the purchased data set 

and may add some appealing functionalities to the 

query result.  

User query 

User rise a query to location based server. This 

model enables the user to verify the authenticity 

and correctness of the query result returned by the 

LBSP. The query result is considered authentic if 

all its k POI records exist in the data collector’s 

data set and have not been tampered with, and it is 

called correct if it contains the true top-k POI 

records in the query region. 

 

 

Top-k query processing 

Top- k results will be given for user. The LBSP 

purchases the data sets of interested POI categories 

from the data collector. For every POI category 

selected by the LBSP, the data collector returns the 

original data set D, the signatures on root hashes, 

and all the intermediate results for constructing the 

Merkle hash tree. Alternatively, the data collector 

can just return the first two pieces of information 

and let the LBSP itself perform a onetime process 

to derive the third piece in the same way as the date 

collector. 

V. RESULT ANALYSIS 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

Considered a novel distributed system for 

collaborative location-based information generation 

and sharing. Three novel schemes to enable secure 

top-k query processing via untrusted LBSPs for 

fostering the practical deployment and wide use of 

the envisioned system. Proposed schemes support 

both snapshot and moving top-k queries, which 

enable users to verify the authenticity and 

correctness of any top-k query result. The efficacy 

and efficiency of schemes are thoroughly analyzed 

and evaluated through detailed simulation studies. 
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